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ABSTRACT
Habitus society by making art as a medium in religion shows the role of art in relegi is
very important. In a global era characterized by a culture of communication increasingly distances
the distance of human relationships, a growing variety of society choices in performing the
ceremony. Hindu community in Batuan Sukawati Bali became one of the study of this paper
because multi-interpretation of art in ritual life gave birth perspective view of art that is less
suitable and very important art present in the life of ritual society especially Hindu often trapping
the existence of artwork to be blur existence. The issue of artistic presence in ritual activities
does not only affect the ownership of the community about artwork products to exist or
marginalized. In theory Boerdieu sees that such marginalization is not a form of deliberate but
considered a game of power in the global era. With a qualitative approach, this study is more
appropriate because the data collected is more sourced from field data, so in concluding it is
more appropriate to do a qualitative approach, but did not rule out also using a quantitative
approach in the issue of specificity. The findings of this study are expected to be a partisanship
of the global era Batuan society in dealing with the art of Genggong as belonging to the community
in the future able to see the art as a potential that can raise the village of Batuan itself. Besides
saving the art of Genggong is the task of all parties in becoming the cultural identity as the
nation’s identity on a larger scale.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Power is interpreted as a force that
results in control of the minority and on the
other hand causes weakness, marginalization,
alienation. This gave birth to kotradiktif
conditions that resulted in imbalances.
According to some understanding of power, one
of the interesting things that was studied in this
paper was that Boerdieu's practice of power
which was still relevant became the basis for
examining the existence of Genggong
performing arts in the Batuan Village. Das ar's
thoughts were placed in a problem that occurred
in the development of Genggong's performing
arts in Batuan Village, where its existence has
now been devastated by the condition of the
community on suspicion of the impact and
influence of the culture of globalization.
The beginning of the emergence of
Genggong Batuan art is estimated to occur in
the 1970s, at which time the growth of tourism
culture had become the beginning of
enlightenment for the people of Desa Batuan
in the field of tourism. Almost every side of
life begins to experience cultural change. One
of them is the behavior of art actors in looking
at the conditions of tourism culture that are
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increasingly important in moving the economy
of rural communities. One of the highlights of
this study was the presence of Genggong
performing arts in Batuan Village. At the
beginning of this Genggong show, for almost a
dozen years between 1970 and 1990 it showed
its existence as an art which was classified as
profane art (entertainment). Although at the
beginning it is often said that involvement in
ritual art is still carried out. Unfortunately, this
can no longer be present as a form of
community spirit in religious activities.
As the development of Bali tourism
grows, the Genggong Performing Arts shows
its usefulness for tourists who enjoy Balinese
cultural facilities. Recognition of the performer
of the art Genggong Suwida (Interview: 2018)
gave data that a group of Genggong studios
which were originally set up to fulfill the
demand for shows were increasingly
underserved from hotel show orders. Such
opportunities seem to be opportunity for other
Genggong artists to develop other Genggong
studio groups. Finally there were six Genggong
art groups that developed in Batuan Village.
The six studios included include the Genggong
Batur Sari studio, Sanggar Genggong Kakul
Mas, and the other Genggong Studio (Budiarsa,
2017: 24).
As time went on it seemed that the
existence of the Genggong Studio in Batuan
Village was experiencing gloom. The same
thing was also acknowledged by the
perpetrators of the art of genggong Suwida
(interview; 2017) saying "all this time
Genggong has been part of the cultural
activities of artists in Batuan, but now it is
beginning to experience kepakuman". Even
now, Genggong's performing arts activities
have not even started to show. The issue of the
existence of Genggong in Batuan became an
important issue in the regional and central
cultural identity specifically due to the
uniqueness that was born as well as the attitude
of the community in viewing Genggong art that
is not balanced with other arts as the product
has become a victim of the perspective of the
global community. This concern was given to
the writing, given that the feature of Genggong
during that time had given much meaning to
the existence of Desa Batuan as an art and
cultural village. Has a myriad of rare art actors.
It's really unfortunate then if the specialty of
Genggong art is not only a rare art that is
increasingly forgotten.
Along with the development of
increasingly developed tourist villages,
Genggong art should be a part of the uniqueness
that must be empowered. Awareness to bring
back the prestige of Genggong art in the village
should be raised together. The independence
of the Genggong art group which has been
fought for in total by the perpetrators of art is
time to need to be sustained by power
controllers who are given the trust of the
community to develop villages to be more
cultured and more religious.
II. DISCUSSION
2.1 The Batuan community perspective on
Genggong performing arts
The presence of Genggong Desa Batuan
art is not without reason, preliminary data
shows that Genggong art existed before 1975,
but later became serious about being worked
on by Batuan artists because of environmental
factors and tourism culture. The presence of
Genggong for Batuan people initially still
assumed that all art media including Genggong
art functioned as art that was present in people's
lives. Before Genggong became famous as a
hotel entertainment in the community,
Genggong art was often involved in the art of
community entertainment.
Genggong art itself is an art form that
combines dance, musical instruments, and
drama. Genggong musical instruments are
made from palm trees or jaka which are made
in a number of ways capable of producing
sound that is pitched. Repeated by a flute drum
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instrument and gong become a barungan which
is played by dipentil or vibrated through the
pull of the hand and placed between the oral
cavity.
Sacara Sosial, it is a clear proof that at
the beginning of the Genggong show it was a
work of art that was also capable of being
involved in the art of ceremonies (bebali).
Various reasons disclosed as acknowledged by
Netra (Interview; 2017) say that;
"The presence of Genggong in community
ritual activities in Desa Batuan is present as a
form of participation in the concept of ngayah
or meyad. In certain months such as the
calculation of sasih according to culture in Bali
called sasih which is sasih the sixth there is a
tradition of people in Batuan to offer offerings
in the form of Rejang (Rejang Sutri). This was
done on the basis of beliefs and beliefs that
were not dared to be rejected by the public.
Never done in mythology. Whether related or
not the community in Batuan actually
experiences a catastrophic accident, an endless
death. Through the instructions of the saint
(adat mangku), then the rejang performance
is presented to this day. Along with that, the
Genggong performance is included in
providing entertainment to the public while
waiting for the actual ritual to begin. "
This recognition shows that in the 1970s
to 1990s the recognition of the Batuan Village
community for Genggong art was still part of
the ritual life of the community. Besides that,
the presence of Genggong in tourism can also
run. Awareness of tourism actors in utilizing
Genggong as part of cultural arts that should
be introduced in the eyes of the world as the
local cultural identity of the Balinese people
who are still interpreted.
The current reality of the art of Genggong
is where the culture of globalization begins to
shift the old culture, gradually, it is recognized
or not the culture of the people in Batuan
Village begins to change. It is seen that the
tendency of traditional societies which are
considered as a strengthening of identity
towards self-seeking is increasingly prominent.
Individuals increasingly stick out leaving social
values. The mutual cooperation system that has
been acknowledged so far has formed a strong
sense of brotherhood eroded by individual
abilities. Gradually, in general, the social value
of the Batuan people began to diminish.
Likewise in Genggong art activities as a
form of entertainment services the actors
involved in it begin to feel the difficulties in
managing it. These problems not only come
from the nature of individuals who claim the
existence of work professionalism, but also
from the contextual perspective relating to the
use of art products in the field of tourism also
experience problems, especially contract
irregularities.
The issue of national security or security
which is often also regarded as an indirect
disruption such as politics, issues of epidemic
diseases, natural disasters, and imperfect
regulation also has an impact on the smooth
circulation of contracts of the perpetrators of
Genggong. The lack of conducive security
stability made the hotel manager directly related
to Genggong's entertainment arts activities
constrained.
The most felt in the lives of the people of
Batuan today is a shift in the perspective of
society towards the existence of Genggong art.
The form of Genggong performing arts is not
only isolated from ritual activities. The people
in Batuan actually do not reject the existence
of Genggong art to be performed as
entertainment in ritual art. In fact, rarely is
Genggong art presented in ritual activities. This
makes their existence marginalized in relation
to the activities of the village community. Not
only has this brought Genggong's art to its
delicate position. On the one hand, the existence
of Genggong art requires the appreciation of
the village community in order to be able to
maintain its existence as a product of works
that are still used by the community. On the
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other hand, as a profane art of entertainment,
both villagers and hotels are constrained by a
lack of good understanding from the relevant
parties including the play of power in it.
2.2 An aesthetic view of Genggong's
performing arts in Batuan Village
In the study of aesthetics, placing elements
of traditional (modern) art with postmodern will
become more tangible and can be disputed by
the will of the people in Desa Batuan in
accepting the influence of the global culture
on Genggong art. At the beginning of the
existence of Genggong art around 1973, it really
did not question the existing aesthetic value
because the community had an understanding
comparative about entertainment value. It is
directly proportional to the ability and
development of the Batuan village community,
then there is a gap where the community's need
for entertainment begins to change, namely
towards entertainment that requires conformity,
class. The Genggong art performance as a case
in this study is considered as a standard modern
art, lowering the class. Attendance is always
the same which is considered as a repetition
that gives birth to boredom.
In the postmodern culture, the people in
Batuan Village have received various kinds of
good influence gained through knowledge and
technology, which has changed the habits of
the people, although not completely. In the past
many people had the time to enjoy the
conditions of the village, including traditional
Genggong art so that their attention was still
there. Since the global world has affected
people's lives, society has begun to selectively
pay attention to entertainment performing arts.
Moreover, in general entertainment has begun
to enter private spaces through electronic goods
so that people's behavior changes.
The public's view of Genggong's
performing arts also changes, in terms of the
story used as a form of legitimacy from the royal
story (the Panji story) which some consider to
be incompatible with the conditions of today's
society. Aesthetically, the arrangement of the
performing arts is irrelevant to show the form
of performances repeatedly in the same form.
It is considered to be not creative, a change
towards the effectiveness of new works is
always looked forward to. That is precisely not
fulfilled in the modern Genggong show.
In the realm of religious life as generally
done by people in Bali where art is part of the
complete offerings of ceremonies, actually it
does not place and treat the performing arts on
a side basis. Some categories that can still be
appreciated from the aesthetics that have been
presented take into account the concept of
"village when patra" (conformity). That means
that in Hindu religious activities Genggong art
can be presented. Proper provision then the
thought of the perpetrators of Genggong art was
to read the willingness of the people who began
to be influenced by global art.
2.3 Class view in Genggong performing arts
(modern and postmodern)
In the view of the community in a village
such as Batuan, it does not rule out the
possibility of giving birth to a class perspective
in which the indigenous people in the village
are meant to be classy people who are able to
control the power over their skills and influence
in the village community. including in the art
class level is also an area that is often used to
get or play its role in the lives of village people.
In the view of Boerdieu's theory, the class that
arises in power is born from the existence of
capital capital that someone plays.
First is economic capital which is
considered to give birth to a class. Everywhere
money is indeed able to control life. In
Genggong's art activity the presence of
Genggong also boils down to money as a
driving force. Capital owners are agents who
move as networks that supply entertainment
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needs. In the context of capital capital the
existence of Genggong art in Batuan village is
considered as a product of works of art that
functions as applied or entertainment services.
In this case the artist occupies himself as a
worker while the supplier agent acts as the
owner and boss. Power practices then play in
the contractual contracting realm.
In a simpler series of network systems,
there is also a smaller power practice in the
body of the perpetrator of the art in which the
owner or manager of the group has supporters
who are considered laborers. Every action
related to the performance performed is
calculated and valued based on the
consideration of the studio owner. Equity may
not be possible given that each network formed
in the sub-inverior always gets fewer parts. This
then gave rise to the inefficiencies in each of
the actors so that in the end it sometimes led to
excessive apathy which influenced the novelty
of works that did not appear in Genggong art
in the global era.
Second, social capital, which is considered
very important in playing power in people's
lives. In general, the presence of Genggong
performing arts is indeed present because of
the undisputed social life. Actors who have a
role in controlling power try to form the object
of art of Genggong based on needs. In this case
those who play in social networks in Genggong
performing arts are people as owners, agents
as intermediaries, appreciators as connoisseurs
who have capital of economic capacity. The
social aspect in this case is for the art actors in
the form of expertise that is used to play a role,
not only in the context of aesthetic skills but
also influences the position in the village
community because of its usefulness.
Therefore, the social position obtained
because of the perceived usefulness gives new
power to the art actors in it. this skill in social
skills does not arise because of luck but it is
accepted for hard work that is consciously
prepared to gain expertise on the basis of the
cultural knowledge it has. Expertise in dancing,
playing music for the performers of art in
Genggong art is a social factor that has an
influence on each position. The more expertise
you have, you can play, the more power you
can play later. In this case also gave birth to
classes in social categories such as classes
which acted as dancers only and the class as
musicians only Genggong and there were also
classes as forming the performing arts.
The forming class is a thinker class that
dominates the field of knowledge or territory
under control. This was due to the excessive
ability used to form the composition of the
Genggong performance art itself. It was also
realized by the classes below it as presenter;
dancer class and musician class. Forming
classes usually have better knowledge than the
two classes below. the forming class in
Genggong performing arts has power in the
realm of the group so that indirectly it is also
considered a determinant or decision maker.
Meanwhile in the village of Batuan itself
there is still the perspective of thinking that the
perpetrators of art, especially dance and
traditional music, are still considered not the
main job choice. In fact, the life of the art
performers actually departs from the people
who already have an established standard of
living, but not a few also depart because of the
biological fortune that they have so that the
intended perpetrators of the arts choose the
work they do. Classes with capital of
established economic capital look more and
prefer their children to become doctors,
building engineers, government servants,
although there are also those who oppose such
a narrow view.
The choice of work carried out in the
meantime that occurred in Batuan Village was
due to two things; firstly the expertise given
gradually descends so that biologically the
talent about art flows better. The second is done
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because choices are based on personal pleasure
which is ultimately supported by education that
is in accordance with the field of talent. The
three actors engaged in the field of art due to
the demands of the people who saw the
potential for being independently developed
able to capture social relations well.
Nevertheless, the establishment of classes
in the midst of the life of the Batuan community
can now be said to be still influenced by capital
of economic capital. In different regions or
domains, it seems that according to Boerdieu's
view, Sutrisno (2005) also wrote that power in
the realm of activities including the Hindu
religious domain in Batuan society is more
determined by the actors of policy control in
traditional villages as the highest authority in
village government. Classes built in traditional
village life do not occur in capital capital but
the realm of power itself appears as the final
form of creative and useful knowledge in
society. The trust that arises from citizens as a
community led then entrusts all village
activities to policy actors. The class that arises
is caused not by money but the class that
appears is caused by the regulation of traditional
villages created for social order. Even an
indigenous citizen must pay for every religious
activity planned by his own people.
In such conditions, the class that emerges
later is a class that has high loyalty to the public
interest and an interest in the beliefs held. All
movements are based on regulations that are
made strictly in the form of awig-awig or
traditional village rules. This happens as a form
of implementation of religious concepts that are
seen as influencing the equal position of rights
and obligations that lead to customary
sanctions.
Thus it can be said that the existence of
Genggong performing arts in the lives of
indigenous peoples in Batuan Village has
experienced marginalization from Hindu
religious ritual activities. This does not only
occur because of the interests of cultural
activities alone, but it also occurs as a result of
global culture. A new culture that is considered
to have built a network of consciousness
through the power of capital's cultural capital
and has an impact on the routine of traditional
societies in Batuan Village.
III. CONCLUSION
The conclusion that can be drawn from the
condition of the marginalization of Genggong's
performing arts in Batuan Village from the
activities of traditional cultural and religious
activities is the emergence of cultural behavior
that relies on global culture. Furthermore, in
every change and renewal, the intellectual role
is important to re-establish aesthetic values
??oriented to postmodern culture that are
characterized by time effectiveness and other
ideas that are able to build a more complete
aesthetic value and fulfill the value of
contemporary entertainment without tearing
apart the cultural roots there is.
For example, indigenous peoples in
religious rites in Batuan Village can provide
opportunities to rebuild through opportunities
offered to art actors to be able to do more in
producing entertainment that is in line with the
actualization of global culture. So the totality
in question does not only make the work of the
perpetrators of art as a side but to place it as a
process of production has become a challenge
that must be explicitly answered.
Changing the paradigm of the community
requires an increase in understanding of art that
is more intensive in order to create a community
that understands the meaning of local
aesthetics, giving an opportunity to show
creative results to be important. Enriching the
Genggong art form that does not stick to global
demands is a must. Sharpening aesthetic values
??so that having a stronger aesthetic standard
needs to be supported by better education. The
belief of the religious community with high
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cultural standards should continue to be a
reference in enlightening people's lives from
the undermining of global culture.
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